
    USING THE HOT WATER URNS     

Two hot water urns provide all the hot water needed and will both be on and filled first 

thing in the morning. 

They are gas heated and topped up via a clean hosepipe, fed from a drinking water supply, 

during the course of the day. 

 

DURING THE DAY HOT WATER IS DRAWN FROM ONLY ONE URN AT A TIME.  

To maintain this system the trusted method is to put a cloth/tea towel over the tap of the 

urn not in use.  

This allows for a constant supply of hot water throughout the day. 

We cannot afford to run out!  

Please check that before any break in racing, eg. just before lunch, both urns are full and 

hot.  

They soon won’t be!! 

 

SAFETY & REFILLING THE URNS - PLEASE TAKE GREAT CARE!  

 

1.  As the water level in an urn drops the pressure coming out of the tap will fall 

indicating a top up is needed. 

2.  When lifting the lid always use a cloth to protect your hands from any steam that  

may/will escape. The lid will also be extremely hot. 

3.  Always open the lid by tilting the side furthest away from you first.  

4.  Use the hose pipe to refill the empty urn, being careful that any cold water hitting 

the side is instantly heated & may spit. Using the tilted lid as a shield helps. 

5.  The urn can be filled up to about 10cm from the top. 

6.  Replace the lid and cover the tap so the newly filled urn can come up to temp. 

7.  Do not attempt to alter the gas supply as this will cause the urns to go off. 

8.  Should the gas go off instructions for relighting are in the urn boxes. 

9.  If the water supply goes off ask Race Control to call the site manager. 

10.  If you are at all unsure about filling the urns please ask someone else for help. 

 

Thank you for your support. 


